
 
     Is my Armstrong "Crystal" radio really so much better than anybody else's crystal radio?  Frankly, my little
radio is as cheap, easy and simple to construct as the most basic crystal radio, while at the same time it is
vastly more sensitive and is vastly more selective than even the most elaborate high performance crystal
radio.  These are not just words, I invite anybody to compare the performance of their best and most complex
crystal radio with my simple Armstrong "crystal" radio.  Simply by substituting a common and inexpensive
Field Effect Transistor (an MPF102) for the 1N34A diode, adding a tiny battery and changing a few circuit
elements around, I have built a little radio that will run rings around anybody's crystal radio.  

  
     So, let's compare my crystal radio's parts list with my Armstrong crystal radio's parts list.

  
   My Armstrong "Crystal" Radio     My traditional Crystal Radio Kit
dozens of turns of ordinary (30 ga) wire dozens of turns of Litz Wire
a few turns of ordinary (30 ga) wire dozens of turns of Litz Wire
coil form using a toilet roll  2 ferrite toroid coil forms
variable tuning capacitor 200 PF
(60+140)

variable tuning capacitor 360 PF

variable tuning capacitor 60 PF  (140 not
used)

variable tuning capacitor 360 PF

 MPF 102 Field effect transistor 1N34A point contact diode
1,000 pF, 100 pF & 10 pF ceramic caps  caps not used
1 ea. 1 M ohm & 2.7 K ohm resistors 2 ea. 22 ohm & 1 ea. 24 K ohm resistors
no switch used  selectivity switch
choke coil  2.5 millihenry choke coil not used
battery  9V battery not used

  
      As you can see, both radios use similar parts and the difference in cost between the two radios only

amounts to a couple of dollars either way.  My little radio is as simple as the most basic (very poor performing)
crystal radios and it is as cheap to build, but (and this is an important 'but')  it vastly outperforms even the
most elaborate crystal radios.  Because of all this, I think that the choice is obvious, the Old Geezer Electrician
radio is what you should build.

  
 

 
 

Building the radio
 



 Armstrong "crystal" radio schematic diagram.
  

 How the book "The Boy Electrician" would have shown this schematic.
 Of course, there were no FETs back in those days.

  
     Before finalizing the schematic and writing up a story for my website, I needed to prototype the radio, get it
working and see if it would really work and be worth building

 
 



 Kludging together the components to test the design.
 The photo above shows how I tack-soldered and jumpered the FET,

coils, variable condensers and various other parts together to test
just how well such a simple radio performs.  In all truth, I was really
surprised, I mean, really, really surprised how sensitive and selective
this kludged up mess turned out to be.  

  
     The prototype radio only took me a few minutes to tack together.  I used a toilet roll doped with liquid
plastic as my coil form.  The hardest part was winding the tuning coil with No. 30 wire, but even that only took
a few minutes.  I spent the next few days experimenting with and enjoying using this little radio.  The more I
played with it, the more I knew that it would a most excellent little project for a "Boy Electrician" or a "Girl
Electrician" or a "Adult Electrician" or even a "Old Geezer Electrician." 

  
   By the way, the current draw from the 9 volt battery is a whopping 0.9 milliamps.  Yes, the radio draws all of
 0.0009 amps and at 9 volts, it burns 0.008 watts (8 milliwatts) of power.  I wonder how many months a 9 volt
battery would last at that rate if I left the radio on day and night?  Fortunately for the battery, when I remove
the headphones from the jack, it cuts the power and no current flows from the battery.  Isn't that a cool way to
avoid having an on/off switch?  Due to the miracle of the human ear and the extreme efficiency of my
magnetic earphones, this tiny wattage is so loud I have to shove the earphones forward off of my ears when
listening to a local station.

  
The "MYSTERY OF THE GATE TICKLER" circuit. 

      Lately (July 2014) a gentleman asked my why I bothered to include the "gate tickler" circuit since an FET's
gate does not collect electrons and they don't self biases as triode tubes do.  Of course they don't, that's why
I included the 2.7 (or so)K resistor and 10 uF capacitor in the source circuit, but in this case, the gate tickler
circuit is not for biasing, but to improve the performance.  

  
     At first, I too assumed that the gate tickler was not necessary and I built my prototype without one.  My
prototype failed to perform as well as my 1958 tube type regen and so I searched for ways to improve it.
 When I added the gate tickler to the prototype (on a sort of a whim), I experienced a very noticeable
improvement in the overall performance of the radio, including improved sensitivity, easier tuning and easier
throttle control.  With the gate tickler circuit in there, the performance of the FET radio is fully equivalent to the
performance of the triode tube radio.  Please don't ask me why because I'm sure the answer is way beyond
my level of theoretical knowledge, but gee does it work and you can't argue with success.

  



Getting down to brass tacks
     You know, I've always wanted to build another simple, low cost, high performance radio using brass nails
driven in a wooden board for mounting the parts, but the new radio would feature a simple and cheap Field
Effect Transistor ( FET) instead of the big, rare and fragile triode tube and its big battery set.  I got the idea for
mounting parts on a wooden board with screws and nails 55 years ago when I built my Boy Electrician radio
and I always thought I'd like to do it again.  In fact, when I was an idealistic young man, I thought this ultra
simple and ultra cheap way of building a radio might be an ideal project for really poverty stricken places in
India and Africa so that kids there could learn about electronics and even very poor people could listen to the
radio.  Well, I soon realized that in those kinds of places, simply buying those very inexpensive factory made
transistor radios was the best way for them to go and the kids had no access to transistors, resistors,
capacitors or soldering irons.  

  
     Regardless of all that and after all these years, I've finally done it, I built a simple transistor regenerative
radio based on this ultra easy and ultra cheap construction technique and you know, it is still a fun, quick,
cheap and easy way to build something that really works and works surprisingly well.  

  
     As I did with my first regenerative radio, I used a paper toilet roll as my coil form and I simply glued it to the
wooden chassis board. Shortly I will describe doping the paper tube and how to wind the tuning and tickler
coils on the toilet roll.      

  
     Besides an ultra-cheap radio with outstanding performance, my main goal was to design something simple
enough so that anybody could build it with just ordinary tools, simple skills and just ordinary craftsmanship.
 To accomplish this, I went back to the late 1950's and repeated the original building techniques I used to
build my "Boy Electrician" radio.  Of course, there is no reason why you can't build it to look nicer if you want
to, especially if you have the tools and the skills -- and the patience for that sort of thing.  Just remember this,
"Hansom is as hansom does" and as crude as it looks, this little radio performs quite handsomely and will
perform every bit as well as the better looking projects.

  
     If you are looking to build a nicer version of this radio, I recommend building the Geezerola Senior.  There is
a link to that project at the end of this story.  The Geezerola Senior is only slightly more difficult to build, but it
sure looks nice.

  
 

If you decide to build this radio, here is what you will need:
 1)   A wooden "breadboard" also known as the circuit board.

 2)   A thin wooden or sheet metal panel or enough thin boards to make a box.
 3)   A large knob for the main tuning.

 4)   A smaller knob for the throttle
 5)   A paper toilet roll

 6)   10 feet of 30 Ga. magnet wire
 7)   A few inches of 18 Ga. insulated wire

 8)   An MPF-102 (or similar) FET transistor 
 9)   Two plastic variable capacitors (60 pF & 140 pF dual units) with shaft extensions from Scott's Crystal

Radios.
 10)  A 1 megohm resistor

 11)  A 2.5 mH choke coil.  Tiny, low current chokes work great.  Check e-bay.
 12)  A 2.7 K ohm resistor, 1/8 watt or larger.

 13)  A 0.001mF capacitor (50 volts or greater)
 14)  A 100 pF capacitor (50 volts or greater)

 15)  A 15 pF capacitor (1KV) 
 16)  A 3.5 mm phone jack to fit your headphone or earphone plug

 17)  A 9 volt battery
 18)  A battery holder

http://www.angelfire.com/electronic2/index1/Variable141pf.htm

